Apparel Retail:
From Fast Fashion to Personalisation

The evolution of chained apparel retail in the 21st century can be grouped into four broad stages
(1.0 – 4.0), each iteration displaying tangible progress from the last. The majority of chained
apparel retailers still rely on low-cost Asian manufacturing, but suffer a lack of agility as a result
(apparel 1.0). Inditex’s ‘fast fashion’ model (apparel 2.0) managed to successfully collapse lead
times, responding much faster to consumer demand and thus avoiding the pitfalls of fashion risk
and excessive markdowns. The rise of e-commerce, however, and social media marketing, has
enabled the development of digitally-led apparel retail models (apparel 3.0) which present a
threat to Inditex in their ability to respond even more quickly to consumer trends, with nearlimitless assortments. Eventually, the addition of data-led personalisation and sophisticated new
forms of automated manufacturing will lead to the creation of enhanced, personally tailored, ecommerce-led apparel retail which will prioritise customisation over the following of fashion
(apparel 4.0).
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Apparel 1.0: Seasons, Long Lead Times and Markdowns
Modern chained apparel retail in the globalised era has tended to prioritise cheap, outsourced
manufacturing, at the expense of speed-to-market and arguably product quality. A flood of
western apparel chains spread their manufacturing to the far east in the 1990s. Cheap labour
brought production costs down, with savings passed partly on to corporate bottom lines, but
also onto consumers. Indeed, apparel prices have been essentially stagnant in nominal terms
over the past two decades in the US market – implying significant real deflation.

USA Apparel Market: Average Price per Unit (USD)
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Even as Chinese labour costs have increased, the apparel industry has been able to maintain low
production costs by broadening its range of suppliers to include new territories such as
Bangladesh and Vietnam. Given the separation of these manufacturing centres from the main
centres of end demand, however, low cost apparel became invariably associated with long lead
times – Western designs take as much as half a year from conception, via manufacture in
(predominantly) Asian factories, to the shop floor.
A typical ‘apparel 1.0’ retailer would tend to operate with four annual ‘collections’ based around
the seasons. Planning on these collections would have to begin up to a year in advance – to allow
sufficient time for design, raw material sourcing, manufacture and shipping, so that clothing is
on shelves in time for its corresponding season.
This model has worked well for countless companies – albeit for limited periods. The leading
‘apparel 1.0’ players experienced rapid ascents as their styling and advertising brought initial
success. Once their fashion appeal fades, however, consumers quickly begin to desert their
stores. Perhaps the classic example here is the Hong Kong-listed chain Esprit, which fell out of
favour in the late 2000s as quickly as it had risen in the first half of that decade. To a less extreme
extent, the same ‘rise and fall’ narrative could be applied to large multinational brands such as
Gap and United Colours of Benetton.
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Esprit Holdings: 20-year share price performance
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The necessity of ordering product up to a year in advance requires guessing what consumers will
want far into the future. Weather also has the potential to complicate matters – for example if a
company orders lots of warm weather clothing and the summer ends up being a complete
washout, it can be saddled with lots of unsold inventory. Whilst this is not necessarily true with
‘basics’ items, which do not necessarily have such a limited shelf life, the riskier ‘fashion’ items
are those which tend to command higher gross margins.
‘Missed collections’, in other words seasons in which the apparel company fails to adequately
anticipate customer demand (typically by overestimating the appeal of certain items), result in
numerous negative impacts on the company’s finances:
•
•
•

•

Slower sales of merchandise at full price, resulting in a failure to clear inventory and thus
a negative impact on cash flows
The need to mark down this merchandise at the end of the season, leading to lower
revenues and lower gross margins
The persistence of unsold inventory at the end of the season, presenting the need for
either further markdowns, loss-making liquidation of the stock, or the continued
occupation of valuable shelf space at the expense of new full-price collections
In cases of severe misreading of fashion, customer perception of the brand is damaged,
thus reducing their chances of revisiting the stores in future.

This model, therefore, could be viewed as having an inherently limited longevity, dependent on
the ability of the company to continuously pre-judge customer demand several months into the
future, or risk a deterioration in sales, margins and cash flows.
These arguments pertain more to single-brand specialist retail stores than to markets where
department stores have tended to be the most common form of apparel retail. However, one
could arguably classify apparel-dependent department stores as being similarly disadvantaged
to ‘apparel 1.0’ retailers – they simply add one further stage in the value chain, by having their
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own buying teams which communicate with brands. Thus, department store apparel, while not
exposed to single brand fashion risk in the same way as apparel retail specialists, does still suffer
from a long lag between its purchasing decisions and the eventual real-time demand of its
customers.

Apparel 2.0: Fast Fashion
The limitations of the ‘Apparel 1.0’ model provide useful context to explain the extraordinary
21st century success of Inditex, the Spanish giant behind the ‘Zara’ brand. One of the core tenets
of the Inditex model has been the collapse of the broader apparel industry’s lengthy lead times
down to as little as 4-6 weeks for ‘fashion’ items.

Lead Times: Apparel 1.0 (Left) vs. Inditex (Right)
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It has achieved this by siting much of its design and logistics hub around its headquarters in
Galicia, which is also in close proximity to a core group of third-party suppliers. Such short lead
times ensure that Inditex only has to ‘push’ a small amount of stock to each of its stores at the
start of a season. It can then react to the ‘pull’ of popular items and restock these rapidly. At the
same time, it will not have overbought items which turn out to be unpopular.
Similarly, its short lead times enable it to respond almost immediately to the on-the-ground
trends its individual store managers are observing – helping it to release up-to-the-minute items
rather than having to ‘guess’ future fashion through quarterly collections. In contrast, an apparel
1.0 retailer will have committed to up to 100% of their collection already by the start of the
season. The near-inevitable result is that 30-40% of the collection ‘misses’ and has to be marked
down for sale.
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Production Commitment: Traditional Retailers (Apparel 1.0) vs. Inditex (Apparel 2.0)
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The Inditex model leads to faster sales velocity (fewer unpopular items, more constant restocking
of popular items, and more up-to-the-minute trends); lower markdowns (thus higher revenues
and gross margins); and perhaps most importantly, an association of the Zara brand simply with
contemporary fashions in general, as opposed to one individual look or style which runs the risk
of becoming outdated.
There is no doubt that the Inditex model has enabled the company to become as close to a
dominant global fashion player as has ever existed in this fragmented industry. Despite roughly
equivalent (non-sale) pricing and market positioning, Inditex has consistently enjoyed higher
gross margins than the vast majority of its global apparel retail peers, enabling it to continue
investing in securing the best new retail locations and strengthening its logistical advantages.

Five Year Average Gross Margin: Apparel Retailers
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The only global mainstream apparel retailer to outperform Inditex in terms of historic gross
margins is H&M, which we estimate has enjoyed nothing like the same stability of same store
sales growth in recent years (its lack of disclosure could be taken as a negative sign). Its margins
have also begun to decline sharply from their recent peak.
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Five Year Average Same Store Sales Growth (%): Apparel Retailers
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Apparel 3.0: Faster Fashion Through Digital Test-and-Repeat
The Inditex model represents the most effective and sophisticated form of mass bricks-andmortar apparel retail. Across the globe, however, there is an evident channel shift underway
within the apparel category, with consumers increasingly comfortable buying their clothes
online. Mastering the digital sales channel is crucial if existing apparel retail chains are to
preserve their market shares into the long term. In the most advanced e-commerce markets,
such as China, close to 30% of apparel sales already take place online.
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Inditex is perhaps one of the most pioneering offline retailers in terms of linking its legacy
business to e-commerce, allowing its customers to collect and return items in-store, and
displaying suitable restraint in its selling space expansion in order to invest in developing an
online presence.
Nonetheless, it is to some degree inevitable that the most innovative businesses within the new
digital sales channel will be those companies which originate in that channel and are solely
dependent on it, without the potential burden of legacy assets in the offline world. If we ignore
luxury apparel names such as Yoox Net-A-Porter and FarFetch, the current leading lights in terms
of specialist apparel e-commerce are the European trio of Zalando, Asos and Boohoo.
Asos has no discernible major supply chain advantage over its offline peers. It sells private label
products but is predominately an aggregator or marketplace for 850 third party brands. Its
(online) market leadership in the UK, therefore, stems from dependable customer service but
also from the strength of its own brand as a platform; from its assortment (as well as by extension
its curation and procurement); from its user interface; and from its customer service and
convenience.

Asos: Endless Assortment (e.g. 1,233 types of women’s t-shirt), Limited Inventory Risk

Importantly, because all Asos inventory is centralised and it never suffers from misallocated
inventory (i.e., stock that is stranded in one store when it would have sold better in another), it
can afford to offer an almost endless assortment of products that changes frequently. At any one
time, Asos is offering 87,000 SKUs, with 5,000 of these being replaced every week. This huge
variety of products enables them to meet both the size and style needs of almost every
conceivable shopper.
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In the offline world, the risk of so doing would be a glut of unsold inventory. But Asos’s
assortment is both extremely broad and extremely shallow. Initially, it may purchase fewer than
100 units of each SKU. Given the nature of online retail, it has an instant, perfectly accurate read
on how well each individual item is selling, from which it can make the speedy decision as to
whether and how much to replenish its inventory (importantly 60% of its suppliers hail from
Turkey and 5% from the UK, allowing for Inditex-like lead-times). This model could be described
as digitally enhanced ‘test-and-repeat’.
The reduced need for markdowns, coupled with the lack of physical store expenses (retail and
labour), give Asos the freedom to be very price competitive on items which directly compete
with bricks-and-mortar outlets. At the same time, its wider assortment ensures that customers
are more likely to find the specific item they have in mind; and the richer customer data
attainable through e-commerce means Asos can tailor homepages and email marketing towards
each customer’s individual preferences.

Boohoo: Real-Time Social Media Interaction
Boohoo, a younger UK competitor to Asos, harnesses the flexibility and data potential of ecommerce in a similar way. It is also aggressive in its use of social media as a marketing tool, and
to a lesser extent as an inspiration for its collections. Based in the North of England, it works with
nearby suppliers that can respond extremely quickly to Boohoo’s demands, so that emerging
social media trends can be turned into available products within a matter of weeks. It is just as
likely to turn to influential fashion bloggers as the catwalks when seeking out designs for its
products.
A generous interpretation of their model (albeit at a much smaller, more manageable scale)
would be that it is inspired by Inditex but adapted for the digital age, and thus able to drive even
shorter lead-times. Unlike Inditex, however, Boohoo has not managed to disassociate itself from
a specific demographic (most of its customers are teenage girls) and thus it arguably continues
to suffer from considerable medium-term fashion risk – what happens when its current customer
base ‘grows out of’ the Boohoo brand?
It also appears dependent on very low prices – encouraging a deeply unsustainable form of
consumption, whereby its social media-obsessed clientele acquire and discard clothing in huge
volumes, replacing items as soon as that particular trend has passed, or has reached social media
saturation point.
Nonetheless, there is no doubt that Boohoo is a pioneer in terms of its social media marketing
expertise. A study by the digital consultancy L2 showed quite how heavily Boohoo blankets the
leading platforms with promotion of its items. Importantly, this does not tend to be ‘baseline’
brand advertising – the company promotes specific items with each social media post, enabling
a simple click-through ‘shop now’ option. In other words, when a shopper’s eye is caught by a
particular item of clothing in a Facebook photo, clicking on the item takes them straight to the
corresponding description page on the Boohoo website.
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Boohoo: By far the most heavily exposed UK apparel brand on Facebook

Apparel peers

Source: L2

While it has recently started employing celebrity endorsers for high profile offline advertising
campaigns, the more everyday Boohoo marketing stays true to its social media roots. Typically,
it will employ ‘influencers’, tag them in the post to encourage engagement from the influencer’s
followers, and provide a direct reference (or ideally link) to the specific item being promoted.
In the example of its subsidiary brand Pretty Little Thing below, tapping directly on the image
takes the shopper straight to an item description within Instagram; one further tap and they can
add it to their basket on the Pretty Little Thing website and check out. The Boohoo example,
featuring an Australian fashion blogger, is an advert for the specific jumper more than the brand
– copying the product code into the Boohoo search bar gets the customer straight to the buying
page.
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At its maximum potential, therefore, one could envisage the Boohoo and Asos models as
representing a ‘digitally enhanced’ version of Apparel 2.0: agility and short lead-times as
perfected by Inditex; coupled, potentially, with a fast-changing ‘broad and shallow’ assortment;
as well as cost-effective, targeted, social media-driven digital marketing.

Apparel 4.0: Personalisation at Scale
A potentially even more advanced frontier of digital apparel retail is beginning to emerge,
through which retailers, particularly online, are undertaking mass apparel personalisation
through 1) the embrace of algorithm-driven, data-rich recommendations; and 2) increasing the
role of automation in manufacturing, allowing for ‘near-shoring’ of production and
customisation.
Importantly, these developments should allow for the personalisation of individual apparel
orders without equivalent increase in cost and complexity of operations. Data-driven,
individualised customer recommendations and automated manufacturing processes should
enable businesses to maintain economies of scale and service consistency common to Apparel
1.0 – 3.0, while delivering products which are not overly standardised, nor misjudgements of
prevailing fashion trends.

Data
Perhaps the pioneer in the field of data-driven personalisation at scale is the US company Stitch
Fix. The basic premise behind their e-commerce apparel business is to gather as much
information as possible on each individual client, and use this information to suggest, via a mix
of algorithms and individual ‘human stylist’ input, highly personalised orders of five clothing
items at a time to each customer. The more information a customer provides, the better the
quality of recommendations. Thus, the customer knows that whilst in most cases endless surveys
can be tedious, in this case there is a direct reward for their time: the increased likelihood of a
positive outcome.

Stitch Fix Sign-Up Questionnaire
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At the same time, feedback from previous orders also helps build out the depth of both the
customer profile and the reviews for that item and supplier, implying a steadily improving quality
of recommendation with each additional order. This is somewhat analogous to the Netflix
experience – the more programming you watch, the better the system understands your taste.
Indeed, Stitch Fix employs a ‘Chief Algorithms Officer’ with experience at Netflix.

Stitch Fix Post-Shipping Feedback

There are, theoretically, three dimensions to Sitch Fix’s data – it gathers detailed information on
1) each client; 2) each individual item of clothing; and 3) aggregated fashion trends. This tapestry
of increasingly detailed information should enable it to continuously enhance its assortment and
individual customer service. It is possible that first mover advantage will also prove important
here – gathering endless data is relatively easy; developing advanced systems for refining and
automating the use of this data is the difficult bit (and therefore precisely where the prospect of
long-term competitive advantage in this sector may now reside).

Push Retailing
Stitch Fix is occasionally characterised by other investors as a ‘subscription box’ business, which
we believe undersells the sophistication of its individualised service when compared to other
examples of this genre, such as Birchbox or Dollar Shave Club. Indeed, the ultimate end game of
Stitch Fix will be to generate such effective profiling of its customer base that its service could be
deemed ‘push retailing’ – in other words, sending the customer products they don’t even know
they want yet, but are happy to keep (and pay for) when they arrive. Other future examples of
push retailing will be ‘internet of things’-enabled home devices, which can automatically
replenish (i.e. reorder online) homecare or food items as soon as they sense they are running
low.
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For loyal customers who maintain a subscription, Stitch Fix is already essentially a ‘push
retailer’ – it sends a box every month or quarter unprompted, covering the costs of shipping
and returns via a $20 ‘styling fee’ and netting the profit on any items the customer chooses not
to send back.

Automation and Customisation
While the likes of Stitch Fix are exploiting data to inform their targeting of existing products and
brands towards individual consumers, there is the potential for even greater personalisation,
from the point of manufacture, as automation makes customisation steadily cheaper.
Some businesses already operate an early iteration of this model, particularly within men’s
formal wear (bringing ‘made to measure’ within affordability reach of a much larger customer
base). Canada’s Indochino is perhaps the most famous example. Customers submit their
measurements or visit a showroom (which also showcases fabric styles) to be measured
professionally. This data is passed on to low-cost Asian manufacturers, and the finished product
typically follows within a few weeks.
Bonobos in the US, acquired in 2017 by Walmart, employs a similar system – physical stores
operate as ‘guideshops’ for customers. Sales assistants are able to showcase and recommend
specific items, but these are all sent direct to the customer’s home, rather than purchased and
collected instore. Customers are not restricted by the inventory of the specific outlet they visited,
and are able to choose from a much wider variety of sizing and fit options than they would
encounter through a pure bricks-and-mortar operator.
This model has the potential for further enhancement and expansion to lower-ticket categories
as automation technologies proliferate. The most visible progress on this front has been made
by Softwear Automation, a business spun out of Georgia Tech University, which is in the process
of rolling out its “Sewbot” machines capable of fully automated production (see cover photo).
The Chinese firm Tianyuan Garments, which supplies Adidas among others, has ordered 21
“Sewbot” machines for a factory due to open in Arkansas later this year, reportedly capable of
manufacturing 1.2 million t-shirts a year at costs comparable to those of low-cost manufacturing
centres such as Bangladesh. Basic customisation (e.g. colour, sizing) should be achievable with
these machines, particularly for a US customer, as lead-times will be dramatically shortened
when compared to imported products.
Perhaps most ominously for existing apparel brands, Amazon has also signalled its intention to
achieve personalisation at scale within a product category which appears to be a strategic
priority. It has filed a patent for production-to-order apparel, detailing a system whereby a
centralised, large-scale manufacturing hub would maintain inventories of standardised fabric,
ready for production and detailing to order followed by shipment direct to consumers.
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Amazon: Production-to-Order Patent

Source: recode

Broader Benefits of Personalisation at Scale
The idea of personalisation at scale implies a host of direct benefits to apparel businesses and to
customers. We believe the development of this business model could also result in positive
externalities in the form of a reduced environmental impact. Automation and ‘near-shoring’
should also result in a reduced reliance on manufacturing centres with a poor track record in
terms of labour conditions, such as Bangladesh – albeit at the expense of overall job creation in
these markets.
Briefly put, a widespread adoption of ‘Apparel 4.0’ business models should result in:
•

Higher Overall Customer Satisfaction – the potential for customisation and larger online
assortments should enable customers to more easily source products which reflect both
their personal body shape and fashion tastes.

•

Less Waste – fashion businesses will no longer be compelled to ‘guess’ fashion trends or
demand patterns ahead of time, instead responding in real time to individually tailored
client needs. E-commerce and customisation eliminate the problem of misplaced
inventory – i.e. unsold products stranded on store shelves, due to a misalignment
between individual outlet stocking and local preferences.
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•

Reduced Production – we expect the advent of more accurate demand forecasting and
personalisation to eventually lessen the need for overproduction. This has the potential
to dramatically reduce the energy and water footprint of the industry – both because
less unwanted clothing is produced, but also customer satisfaction (and thus duration of
use) of those items which are purchased should be greater.

Apparel retail has always been a difficult industry, highly globally fragmented, which has created
huge amounts of shareholder value in a select few cases, but also witnessed numerous
spectacular collapses. Given the pace of technological change, the industry appears more prone
to disruption than ever.
Once the leading purveyors of ‘Apparel 4.0’ business models emerge more clearly, their strong
performance will come at disproportionate cost to their most technologically illiterate
predecessors. Amidst this creative destruction lies the possibility that a more sustainable apparel
industry will emerge – one that is less conducive to the overproduction of short-lived, low quality
clothing which is transported halfway across the globe from factories with poor working
conditions.
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The Arisaig Approach
We believe there is huge long-term growth potential in emerging markets; and that the best way
to access and indeed amplify this growth is to invest in the companies that sell everyday lowticket items that consumers simply can’t live without.
We like dominant businesses that have built deep competitive moats and enjoy high margins
coupled with low capital intensity. We favour businesses that have embraced technology in order
to market and distribute their products more effectively.
We seek out management that understands and protects our interests as minority shareholders
and takes long term Environmental, Social and Governance issues seriously.
We are patient and see low portfolio turnover as a virtue. At the same time we are vocal and see
it as an important part of our fiduciary duty to share our views with management, with whom
we meet regularly.
We think short term valuation metrics are a distraction from the multi-decade growth
opportunity that we are looking to capture.
We pay no attention to stock market indices.
Given our narrow focus we limit the amount we manage by capping all our funds and invest in
our own products.

Disclaimer
This document is issued by Arisaig Partners (Asia) Pte Ltd for information purposes only. Whilst
Arisaig Partners (Asia) Pte Ltd believes that the sources of the information are reliable, none of
Arisaig Partners (Asia) Pte Ltd or its associated or related entities, nor its or their officers or
employees give any guarantee, representation, warranty or undertaking, either expressly or
implicitly, and accepts no liability for the accuracy, validity, timeliness, merchantability or
completeness of any information or data (whether prepared by Arisaig Partners (Asia) Pte Ltd or
by any third party) contained in this document for any particular purpose or use or that the
information or data will be free from error. This document and the information or data contained
herein should not be copied or distributed to third parties without the prior written consent of
Arisaig Partners (Asia) Pte Ltd.
This document should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for their own judgement. Any
opinions expressed herein are subject to change without notice and Arisaig Partners (Asia) Pte
Ltd is not under any obligation to update or keep current the information contained herein.
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